Determination of the surface characteristics of particulate fillers by inverse gas chromatography at infinite dilution: a critical approach.
CaCO3 fillers were investigated by inverse gas chromatography (IGC) to determine the dispersion component of their surface tension as well as their acid-base character. Because of the high energy of the filler surface, it readily adsorbs water, thus the parameters measured by IGC depend on the conditioning temperature, as well as on the measurement conditions. As a consequence, the determined surface characteristics are not material constants; different fillers or the effect of coating can be compared only under standard conditions. The use of the same conditioning and measurement temperature eliminates the effect of measurement time. Under appropriate standard conditions the acid-base characteristics of the filler can be determined reliably. However, the accuracy of the determination and the value of the derived parameters depend very much on the selected approach and on the acid-base constants used for the probe molecules. A critical analysis of the approaches used in the current literature pointed out those that yield the most reasonable and accurate values. The results prove that the surface of CaCO3 is strongly basic in character. Coating significantly reduces basicity. Surprisingly, the filler coated with an amount of stearic acid resulting in minimum surface tension showed relatively strong acidity, which indicates a coating exceeding monolayer coverage and/or the uneven distribution of the surfactant on the surface.